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We study the low-energy behavior of metals coupled to gapless bosons. This problem arises
in several contexts in modern condensed matter physics; we focus on the theory of metals near
continuous quantum phase transitions (where the boson is the order parameter). In the vicinity of
d = 3 spatial dimensions, the upper critical dimension of the theory, the ratio of fermion and boson
speeds, v/c, acts as an additional control parameter, enabling us to access IR fixed points where
this ratio vanishes. This limit corresponds to a non-Fermi liquid coupled to bosons with critical
exponents governed by the Wilson-Fisher fixed point.
Theories of quantum critical points in metals form a
central pillar of the broader study of non-Fermi-liquid
behavior in quantum materials1–5. Specifically, near a
quantum phase transition to a broken symmetry state
that preserves translational symmetry (e.g. a ferromag-
netic or electron nematic state), the integrity of quasi-
particle excitations on the entire Fermi surface is de-
stroyed due to the scattering of electrons off the soft
bosonic fluctuations6–23 associated with the order pa-
rameter. However, the ultimate low energy behavior of
such systems remains a matter of debate, following the
demonstration24 that the standard approach25,26 breaks
down, even in a suitable large N limit where it was pre-
viously thought to be exact.
In the present paper we study this problem using a
Wilsonian renormalization group (RG) procedure in spa-
tial dimension d = 3 −  and in the limit in which the
collective mode velocity, c, is larger than the Fermi ve-
locity, v. In the context of Fermi liquid theory, there is a
sharp distinction between collective modes with c/v > 1
(e.g. zero sound), which lie outside the particle-hole con-
tinuum and so are undamped, and those with c/v < 1,
which are typically overdamped27. This same distinction
applies to the initial RG flows in quantum critical metals.
Moreover, (as we will see) since under renormalization,
v decrease rapidly with decreasing energy, if c/v > 1 in
the ultraviolet (UV), this inequality is increasingly well
satisfied at lower energies.
For small , we find a perturbatively accessible fixed-
point in which the critical exponents are governed by
the usual Wilson-Fisher fixed-point, but the Fermi liquid
is destroyed and the Fermi velocity tends to zero (the
effective mass diverges). Identical fixed-point properties
were obtained previously in a particular large N limit of
the problem in which the order parameter field of the
present analysis is replaced by an N × N matrix field
coupled toN flavors of fermions20,21. However, this fixed-
point is distinct from the more usual (and still unsolved)
large N limit in which a single scalar field is coupled
to N flavors of fermions. Here, we will not need to take
either largeN limit, though such a parameter can provide
additional control to our calculations.
If the bare coupling to the collective modes is not too
strong, for c/v > 1 this fixed point governs the behavior
of the system over a range of energies and temperatures.
We identify several possible instabilities that might alter
the RG flows away from the fixed point. Nevertheless,
as stressed in Ref. 19, a broad intermediate asymptotic
regime governed by a fixed point that is ultimately unsta-
ble in the deep IR is likely sufficient to account for most
of the known phenomenology. This is especially relevant
to the class of metallic quantum critical points that are
unstable to the formation of ordered phases below a finite
temperature “dome”.
The Model: We treat the problem of a finite den-
sity of fermions, ψ, coupled to a critical scalar field, φ,
through a Yukawa interaction:
S =
∫
dτ
∫
ddx
{Lψ + Lφ + Lψ,φ} (1)
Lψ = ψ¯σ [∂τ + µ− ε(i∇)]ψσ + λψψ¯σψσ′ ψ¯σ′ψσ
Lφ = m2φφ2 + (∂τφ)2 + c2
(
~∇φ
)2
+ λφ(φφ)
2
The first line above represents a Landau Fermi liquid
with weak residual self-interactions (λψ); the second line
is the Landau-Ginsburg-Wilson action for critical order
parameter fluctuations. The quasiparticle dispersion,
ε(k) − µ, vanishes on a closed Fermi surface, k = kF
which, for simplicity we will take to be spherical, but
more generally needs only to respect the symmetries of
the host crystal and to enclose a fixed k−space volume
equal to the electron density. The dispersion can be ex-
panded in powers of distance from the Fermi surface as
ε(k)−µ = v`+w`2 + . . . where k = kF +kˆF ` and the UV
cutoff which limits our focus to states “near” the Fermi
surface is Λ . EF , the Fermi energy or bandwidth. Ex-
cept where otherwise stated, we will consider only the
first order approximation to ε, i.e. we will take w = 0.
The coupling between the two fields is a generalized
Yukawa interaction, best written in momentum space as
Sψ,φ =
∫
dd+1kdd+1q
(2pi)
2(d+1)
g(k, q)ψ¯σ(k)ψσ(k + q)φ(q)(2)
where the measure dd+1k includes both frequency and d-
dimensional momenta, and repeated spin indices σ are
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summed. The contraction ψ¯ψ implicitly includes any
spin matrices that should be included if e.g. φ is a fer-
romagnetic order parameter. Note that the Yukawa cou-
pling is parametrized both by the momentum state of the
initial fermion k as well as the momentum transfer q. At
low energies, the Yukawa coupling takes the form
g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + · · · (3)
where the ellipsis denotes irrelevant corrections. The
symmetries of g depend on the particular form of bro-
ken symmetry that characterizes the proximate ordered
state (in which 〈φ〉 6= 0). An example of considerable
interest28 is that of Ising nematic order in a tetragonal
crystal, where φ, and hence g as well, are odd under ro-
tation by pi/2: g(kF ) ∼ cos(kxF ) − cos(kyF ). Therefore,
there are “cold spots” on the Fermi surface where g → 0
and the fermions do not couple to the order parameter.
Perturbative considerations: Below d = 3 spatial
dimensions, the scalar self-coupling and the Yukawa in-
teractions are relevant; even weak interactions produce a
large effect on the low energy physics. Conversely, this
means that the theory (neglecting the weak four-Fermi
interactions, whose effects are already well-known) en-
joys a weakly-coupled UV fixed point: the theory at high
energies is just a Landau Fermi liquid nearly decoupled
from a free, critical scalar field, and the interactions can
be treated perturbatively. As one moves from the UV
into the IR, the couplings flow toward non-trivial values.
Since d = 3 is the upper critical dimension for all cou-
plings, at small  one can follow this flow by computing
the logarithmic divergences of the theory in d = 3 and
thereby obtaining the RG equations. However, the effect
of Landau damping could present an obstacle to contin-
uing this flow arbitrarily in the IR because in diagrams
with closed fermion loops, the Yukawa coupling can effec-
tively act like a relevant coupling even in d = 3. The one-
loop boson self-energy of Fig. 1 generates a contribution
to the boson self-energy which in the long-wavelength
limit, and for real frequencies is29
Πd=3(q0, q) =
g2k2F
2pi2v
[
1 +
q0
2vq
log
q0 − vq
q0 + vq
]
(4)
When |qv/q0| ≤ 1 the self-energy is real, while in the
opposite limit it has an imaginary part. Physically, this
follows from kinematic constraints on the boson decay
into fermion pairs, and so it is true in any d. (Note that
in the generalized theory with an N × N matrix boson
coupled to N fermions (as in Ref. 21), the Landau damp-
ing is 1/N suppressed, i.e., Eq. 4 is multipled by 1N ; in
this way complete parametric control can be obtained.)
In practice, we will perform computations after continu-
ing to Euclidean space-time, q0 → iq0.
One can think of Eq. 4 as a non-local “mass-like” term
in the limit |qv/q0| ≤ 1. In particular, it takes the form
Π(q0, q) = g
2k2FF (q0/vq), where F is a real dimension-
less function. At sufficiently low energy, this therefore
becomes a large effect. If F were just a constant, the
FIG. 1: The one-loop diagram contributing to Landau damp-
ing.
physics of this term would be well-understood: Π(q0, q)
would be just a mass term that, at criticality, would be
cancelled by a local counterterm. For the actual function
F in Eq. 4, its implication for the IR dynamics of the
boson is less clear.
Our primary observation is that at v  c, a great sim-
plification occurs, because F → 0 as v → 0. There is
a simple diagrammatic argument why this occurs. Con-
sider the Feynman integral corresponding to Figure 1:
Π(q0, q) =
g2
(2pi)4
∫
dωd`k2d cos θ
(iω − v`)[i(ω + q0)− v(`+ q cos θ)] .
We can change variables `→ `/|v| and pull the 1/|v| from
the integration measure out front. Then, it is easy to see
that at v → 0, all poles in ω are always on the same side of
the real axis, and therefore the integral vanishes. More-
over, the rescaled integral is invariant under v → −v,
since this can be compensated for by changing integration
variables cos θ → − cos θ. This argument holds in any d,
since the integration measure always takes the form given
above, multiplied by an even function of cos θ. Therefore
Π(q0, q) vanishes like O(v) at small v. Furthermore, it is
clear that this argument applies equally well to any dia-
gram with a single closed fermion loop and any number
of scalar external legs.
This demonstrates that when v/c → 0, the effect of
the Yukawa coupling on the boson propagator vanishes,
simplifying the use of RG to study the deep IR of the
theory. One must ask, though, what happens when v/c is
merely small but not vanishing. In this limit, the leading
small v contribution to Π(q0, q) is the non-local term
Π(q0, q) ∼ v g
2k2F
2pi2
q2
q20
+O(v2), (5)
so one might worry that the the neglect of this term is
justified only when v is finely tuned to be identically zero.
Fortunately, as we describe below, the RG flow of the
theory drives the velocity to a fixed point at v/c = 0, so
that all one needs is for the theory in the UV to start out
in the basin of attraction of this fixed point.
RG Flows: The one-loop logarithmic divergences and
resulting β functions of the theory were computed in
Refs. 20,21, where one sees that v → 0 at low ener-
gies. Here we will focus on the parameters g and v since
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FIG. 2: Graphic depiction of RG flow for the parameters
g and v when λψ is (artificially) set to zero. The plot takes
d = 2.9 (d = 3) on the left (right) plot, and units of c = 1. All
flows point to v = 0, and g runs toward its fixed point value.
Red (blue) indicates slower (faster) flow (color online).
the other couplings of the theory do not appear in their
one-loop β functions.
Let us write the renormalization scale µ of the theory
in terms of an initial UV scale Λ as µ ≡ e−tΛ. The
fermions do not affect the RG equations for the purely
bosonic part of the Lagrangian, Lφ, so they run exactly
as in the Wilson-Fisher model:
dc
dt
= 0,
dλφ
dt
= −βλφ = λφ −
3λ2φ
16pi2
+O(λ3φ). (6)
The RG equations for the fermion velocity v and the
Yukawa coupling g then take the form
dv
dt
= −βv = − g
2
(2pic)
2S(v, w, ...),+O(λ2φ, g2),
dg
dt
= −βg = g
(

2
− 2 g
2
4pi2c2(c+ |v|)
)
+O(λ2φ, g2),
dw
dt
= −w[1 +O(g2)] (7)
So long as v is large enough that the higher order terms in
the fermion dispersion can be ignored (i.e. for v  wµ),
we can replace S(v, w, ...) ≈ S(v, 0, ...) = sign(v). How-
ever, the exact beta function must be analytic; as v tends
to 0, we eventually reach a scale at which the higher order
(dangerously irrelevant) terms in the dispersion cannot
be neglected, with the result that βv → 0 as v → 0.
For small , these RG equations have a fixed point in
the perturbative regime at which the higher order terms
in the beta functions are negligible: λ?φ = (16pi
2/3),
g? =
√

√
2pi2c3, and v? = w? = 0. In the idealized model
with w = 0, the fixed point describes the properties of the
transition down to the deep IR, as long as v flows to zero
at a scale higher than the scale µLD where Landau damp-
ing becomes important. We will define µLD as the scale
where the self-energy Π(q0, q) becomes larger than the
tree-level kinetic term q20 + c
2q2. This statement is some-
what ambiguous since it depends on the ratio x ≡ q0/cq.
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FIG. 3: The shaded region shows values of the UV fermion
velocity v0 for which v(t) reaches zero before Landau damping
would become important in d = 3. The light (dark) shaded
gray region inside the solid (dashed) contour shows where the
size of Landau damping is at most equal to (half of) the bare
propagator along the RG trajectory into the IR.
If we look “on-shell” where x ∼ 1, the self-energy correc-
tion is increasingly unimportant the further we proceed
into the IR in a large region of parameter space. To be
more precise, we can define µLD to be the solution of the
implicit equation
x2|Π(µLD, µLD/cx)|
µ2LD(1 + x
2)
= 1, (8)
with x = 1, i.e. µLD is the highest scale where the loop
correction to the boson propagator is as large as the tree-
level propagator. In practice, we will adopt a strictly
more conservative definition of µLD, which chooses x to
maximize the ratio in (8). It is important to note that
we use the running value of the fermion velocity. With
this definition, we find that v flows to zero at a scale
µ∗ > µLD for a wide range of modestly small values of
v0/c, and at perturbatively small values of the coupling
g0, where we have defined the bare parameters v0 ≡ v(0)
and g0 ≡ g(0). Since both µ∗ and µLD depend on g0
and v0, this condition is satisfied only for some range of
parameters, as shown in Fig. 3. In general, for fixed g0,
we expect this condition to be satisfied for small enough
v0/c, as shown by the upper diagonal boundary-line in
the figure. In computing this line we have taken the
cutoff, i.e. the Fermi energy, to be Λ = v0kF , which
is problematic for very small v0: if the Fermi energy is
proportional to v0, we do not know what happens when
v0 is small, because with such a low Fermi energy the
Landau damping term is dominant already at the UV
cut-off. If the Fermi energy is independent of v0, then
the small v0 region is not a problem.
At the fixed point, the fermions are formally disper-
sionless, which is a singular situation in which the for-
3
mally irrelevant terms (including v and w and higher
power terms in the dispersion) cannot be safely neglected
upon approach to the fixed point. So long as v  wµ,
the leading irrelevant operator is v, and it is thus possible
to ignore the effects of w and all higher order terms in
the fermion dispersion. However, it is a peculiar feature
of this problem that v ultimately flows toward zero so
fast that there is always an emergent low energy scale,
µw = Λe
−tw , at which the higher order terms become im-
portant, i.e. where v(tw) = w(tw)µw. We can estimate
µw by adopting the approximation S(v) = sign(v) (valid
where µ µw) and computing the scale at which v → 0;
this gives µw ∼ Λ exp[−v0c2/bg¯2] where g¯2 is an appro-
priate average value of g which depends on both v0/c and
g0, but always lies between g0 and g
?. In the weak cou-
pling limit µw is exponentially small. New physics can
emerge at energy scales less than µw; one likely implica-
tion is the existence of a Lifshitz transition (i.e. a change
in the topology of the Fermi surface) close enough to crit-
icality that energy scales smaller than µw are significant.
We will explore the fermonic properties in this regime in
a future study.
Higher-Point Correlators: So far, we have analyzed
the requirement that there is no breakdown of perturba-
tion theory due to non-local terms in the boson two-point
function, but it is important to make sure that there is
no earlier breakdown due to higher-point functions. For
instance, the local term λφφ
4 is marginal, so the four-
point diagram with a fermion loop becomes essentially a
relevant effect and will indeed create a scale where per-
turbation theory breaks down. We already presented a
diagrammatic argument above eqn. (5) that all such di-
agrams vanish at v = 0, so we need only show that this
additional scale of breakdown is lower than the scale aris-
ing from the two-point function.
This turns out to be straightforward for any n-point
function. The closed fermion loop produces a dimension-
ful factor kd−1F corresponding to the area of the Fermi
surface, which is dimensionally compensated for by fac-
tors of the external momentum. So far, this is identical
to the factor of the two-point diagram. However, the n-
point function has n factors of the coupling g rather than
two, so the dimensionless prefactor controlling the size of
the breakdown scale is parametrically
gn
k2−F
E2−breakdown
∼ 1. (9)
Because of these extra factors of the coupling, for per-
turbative g the breakdown scale associated with n-point
functions is strictly lower than that associated with the
two-point function.
Discussion: The central physical insight underlying
the present analysis is that for v/c 1, the fermions can-
not respond to the rapidly propagating collective modes.
In the case of critical order parameter fluctuations, this
means that they exhibit the same Wilson-Fisher univer-
sal properties as they would in the absence of coupling to
fermions. Conversely, the singular forward scattering in-
teractions between fermions induced by the exchange of
gapless bosons cause a spectacular breakdown of Fermi-
liquid theory; instead of well defined quasiparticles, the
fermion fields develop an anomalous dimension, which to
leading order in the  expansion is γψ = /8. Moreover,
the associated fermion mass renormalization at critical-
ity implies that v itself is a running coupling constant,
so that if v/c < 1 at the bare level, it will tend increas-
ingly to renormalize to smaller values at lower energies,
meaning that this simple physical argument becomes in-
creasingly accurate at lower energies. The possible role,
if any, of off-shell bosons, which are damped, will be ex-
plored in a future publication.
Conversely, if the bare ratio v/c  1, then Landau
damping likely plays an important role at low energies.
As best we understand, it is still unclear what the be-
havior of such a system is at low energy. It seems plau-
sible that it is governed by a different fixed point than
the one explored here, perhaps one that emphasizes the
role of Landau damping10,11,13,17,18,22,25,26,30. In physical
terms, this would imply that there is more than one possi-
ble universality class for the quantum critical phenomena
associated with the same symmetry breaking transition
in a metallic system. A well established precedent for
this exists, at least in d = 131.
In a future publication, we will explore some of the
experimentally accessible signatures of this new class of
metallic quantum critical points. However, a few of the
more obvious points are worth mentioning: The specific
heat at the critical point exhibits the non-Fermi liquid
power law, C ∼ T 1−O() (becoming∼ T log(T ) as → 0).
Where the coupling function g(kF , 0) has nodes on the
Fermi surface (as it does in the case of an Ising nematic
order parameter), even at criticality, well defined quasi-
particles survive at these points (“cold spots”). Away
from criticality, well defined quasiparticles are recovered
along the entire Fermi surface, but with an effective mass
that diverges as the critical point is approached.
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